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Mona Khalil, a conservation specialist who behind the Orange House Project, releases turtles into the sea at al-Mansouri beach near Lebanon's southern city of Tyre, on July 31, 2019. (Photo by Mahmoud ZAYYAT / AFP)
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Mona Khalil, a conservation specialist who behind the Orange House Project, releases turtles into the sea at al-Mansouri beach near Lebanon's southern city of Tyre, on July 31, 2019. (Photo by Mahmoud ZAYYAT / AFP)
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Lebanese beachgoers watch as small turtles crawl on the sandy beach of al-Mansouri near Lebanon's southern city of Tyre, on July 31, 2019. (Photo by Mahmoud ZAYYAT / AFP)
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Small turtles crawl on the sandy beach of al-Mansouri near Lebanon's southern city of Tyre, on July 31, 2019. (Photo by Mahmoud ZAYYAT / AFP)
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Lebanese beachgoers watch as small turtles crawl on the sandy beach of al-Mansouri near Lebanon's southern city of Tyre, on July 31, 2019. (Photo by Mahmoud ZAYYAT / AFP)
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A Lebanese boys watchs as small turtles crawl on the sandy beach of al-Mansouri near Lebanon's southern city of Tyre, on July 31, 2019. (Photo by Mahmoud ZAYYAT / AFP)
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